In optical aperture-synthesis imaging of stellar objects, different beam combination strategies are used and proposed. Coaxial Michelson interferometers are very common and a homothetic multiaxial interferometer is recently realized in the Large Binocular Telescope. Laboratory experiments have demonstrated the working principles of two new approaches: densified pupil imaging and wide field-of-view (FOV) coaxial imaging using a staircase-shaped mirror. We develop a common mathematical formulation for direct comparison of the resolution and noise sensitivity of these four telescope configurations for combining beams from multiple apertures for interferometric synthetic aperture, wide-FOV imaging. Singular value decomposition techniques are used to compare the techniques and observe their distinct signal-to-noise ratio behaviors. We conclude that for a certain chosen stellar object, clear differences in performance of the imagers are identifiable.
INTRODUCTION
For a long time, aperture synthesis imaging in the optical domain was impractical because of the extremely tight tolerances in bringing the light from the various subapertures to a coherent focus. But important technological advances have been made in the past decade, such as adaptive optics and active mechanical control, and optical long baseline stellar interferometry is an astronomical observation technique that has come of age. 1, 2 Only a few of the interferometric telescope arrays currently in operation are designed to perform imaging tasks, as are the cases of the Large Binocular Telescope (LBT) and the Cambridge Optical Aperture Synthesis Telescope (COAST) array. 3, 4 The arrays forming the synthetic aperture are imagers as well as arrays measuring stellar properties, and they perform intensity measurements that, due to the coherence function of the stellar object projected onto the array aperture, will change with the configuration of the array, i.e., the separation and locations of the individual telescopes. For imaging interferometers that combine the beams from telescopes coaxially, measuring the complex degree of coherence allows aperture synthesis imaging as with radio telescope arrays. For multiple aperture imagers with focal plane combination, such as in development for Earth observation but also in astronomy-as studied for the Very Large Telescope Interferometer (VLTI) and realized in the LBT-the postdetection image reconstruction is rather a joint deconvolution operation than a postprocessing of recorded complex degrees of coherence.
In this paper, we describe an approach to compare the imaging performance of both of these types of imagers for a wide-field stellar observation. Moreover, two alternative methods are included in the comparison: densified pupil imaging 5 and coaxial staircase imaging. 6 The treatment of partial coherence as well as deconvolution are both covered, unifying the analysis for all types of imaging interferometers.
The examples given in this paper are all onedimensional and treat only two-element interferometers. All simulated observations are polychromatic, with wavelengths ranging from 6 to 10 m. Light of a finite bandwidth results in a certain coherence length; two beams of light with a path length difference larger than this coherence length will not show interference. It should be noticed that partial coherence refers to the fact that light originating from a range of directions is considered, in this case provided by an extended stellar source. Even monochromatically, the observation of such a source is partially coherent with a degree of coherence that is a function of, among other things, the separation of the telescopes. The work presented in this paper was carried out in the framework of the design of an imaging beam combiner for the European Space Agency's (ESA's) DAR-WIN mission. 7 
DISCRETIZATION OF THE INTERFEROMETRIC IMAGING PROCESS
Optical interferometric imaging of stellar objects consists in reproducing a luminous intensity function as it appears on the sky from recorded intensity information. The angular spatial frequencies in this luminous intensity function are much higher than the maximum spatial frequency that any of the subapertures in the array can transfer. Aperture synthesis as known from radioastronomy relies on numerical correlation of recorded electrical fields at each telescope. Optically, these fields cannot be recorded; only the intensity is available. Optical aperture synthesis hence requires correlation of the fields in situ resulting in intensity patterns that can be recorded.
The analytical description of such an intensity pattern is straightforward when monochromatic plane waves originating from a point source arrive at the array. Based on array configuration, an intensity pattern with either spatial fringes or a varying intensity as a function of optical path-length difference or delay can be predicted. Even when many wavelengths are taken into account, the description of the intensity output is insufficient to describe the correct intensity modulation of the output. Michelson (MI) demonstrated that when a star is the source of light, the modulation of the fringed intensity pattern depends on the separation of the subapertures of the array. 8, 9 For different stars, a different relation between separation and modulation is found. The ZernikeVan Cittert theorem 10 shows that the complex modulation (amplitude and phase), which is referred to as complex degree of coherence, can be predicted by Fourier transforming the luminous intensity distribution function of the source. With the theory of partial coherence, see Born and Wolf, 10 the propagation of the complex degree of coherence through an optical system can be performed, in order to predict the intensity output.
For polychromatic wide field observations (where wide field is defined as an observation wider than a single incoherent diffraction envelope) the approach based on propagation of partial coherence is possible but elaborate. When the optical recombination scheme of a telescope array incorporates discontinuous reflecting surfaces or transportation (explanation will follow) of partial wavefronts, an analytical description of the intensity output based on diffractive calculations and the propagation of partial coherence is very inefficient. Besides that, physical insight into the imaging process is lost. This insight clarifies and facilitates the inversion of recorded intensity patterns to reconstruct the luminous intensity function on the sky-the main goal of the description of the intensity output.
The method presented in this paper describes analytically defined point-source intensity outputs of four interferometers that are sketched in Fig. 1 . Since a stellar source is a collection of independent point sources, the intensity outputs can be summed, resulting in intensity profiles that have a modulation amplitude and phase in accordance with the theory of partial coherence. The summation is performed by a matrix-vector multiplication. We will try to invert this equation at best, with the result that measured intensity profiles can be used to reconstruct a stellar luminous intensity function.
A. Response Functions
Before constructing a transfer matrix for an interferometric array that can be used to calculate the detector response of an extended stellar object, the intensity pointsource response is derived for that array. A point source at an angle of incidence in , see Fig. 2 , causes an intensity response on the detector in ͑ out , d͒ space, where out is the coordinate on the linear detector and d is the delay in one interferometer arm. Note that the delay d is not indicated in Fig. 2 , nor the beam relay from entrance pupils to exit pupils. These intensity responses are available as analytical expressions, including the telescope diameter D, the wavelength , the telescope baseline B in ͑k͒ for a series of k =1,2, . . . ,K observations, the recombination baseline B out before the focusing optics, and the beam compression or angular magnification M. For the four interferometers treated here, these expressions are found from the general interferometer diffraction integral, according to
͑1͒
The first exponential factor in the integrals constitutes the pupil-to-image relationship known from Fourier optics. The second exponential comprises the phases of secondary point sources in the exit apertures; the amplitudes of the secondary sources are scaled by a factor of M. For symmetry and ease of calculation, the term is primarily a function of in x (the dashed wavefront in Fig. 2 ), to which a phase offset is added (the length of black arrows in Fig. 
since the sinc envelope has the same origin as the cosinefringe function. Therefore, a polychromatic response [sums of Eq. (3) for several wavelengths ] will show an envelope with a few fringes, where the central fringe will always be located centrally in the envelope. This property is lost for the densified beam combiner, where the response is
Only This is what interferometric imaging comes down to: when fringes can be measured, high-resolution imaging can be performed. The fringes have to cause intensity fluctuation in either the out direction across the detector plane or in the d direction or in both directions; detection of these intensities should take place at a number of locations in ͑ out , d͒ space. Since pixellation is as important as delay positions, considering a general interferometer, the intensity information is considered to be spread over detection bins.
The coaxial interferometers MI and staircase are described likewise. Since the recombination baseline B out is zero, Eq. (4) reduces to
͑5͒
It is important to notice that the sinc function is still included in the response function. Although the fringes are no longer encoded spatially, an observation of a wide-field or extended source will need discrimination, on the incoherent-or low-spatial-frequency scale, of the recorded information with respect to the direction in . The required number of pixels in the out direction is much lower than for the multiaxial interferometers. The coaxial response function in Eq. (5) shows a fringe function with an origin B in ͑k͒ in , meaning that for a polychromatic observation, the central fringe has moved far away from zero. Considering the general case of a large bandwidth and hence a few fringes present, this means that for an observation of a wide field of view (FOV), the detector has to be read out at many settings of d, ranging from B in ͑K͒ in ͑min͒ to B in ͑K͒ in ͑max͒ , in steps of c / 4. This large scanning range-or the narrow FOV when only a short classical scanning range of − c Ͻ d Ͻ c is considered-inspired the invention of external path-length compensation by means of a staircase-shaped mirror. 6 The response function in this case transforms to , when a general beam compression by a factor M is applied in each arm. The diffraction integral is constructed symmetrically, leading to a compact expression. The phase differences at the collection plane xЈ are indicated with black arrows at the locations numbered 1, 2, and 3. After beam compression, the phase slope in an aperture in the plane x is proportional to −xM in . The arrow at location 2 indicates that for proper exit pupil placement at a separation B in ͑k͒ / M, the light paths of a masked aperture are followed, since the wavefronts in the apertures are part of a single wavefront. Generally, see indicator 3, the aperture separation after beam relay is B out , which is zero for coaxial beam combination. As a result, the wavefronts in the exit apertures, see indicator 3, are parallel to the dotted line −xM in but have an offset. As a result, a diffraction integral can be constructed, in which the
with h͑ in ͒ as the staircase function, see Fig. 3 . For a certain step height h 0 and step width s , the staircase function is given by
with n Z. Here, the Heaviside step function H͑x͒ is used, given as
The step width s and step height h have to correspond and need to be altered when changing the baseline length B in ͑k͒ according to h 0 = B in ͑k͒ s or s = h 0 / B in ͑k͒ , to equalize the external optical path-length difference over the complete FOV. Now that we have specified the point-source response for four types of interferometers, the actual imaging of a stellar source can be considered. A stellar source is regarded to be a collection of incoherent point sources of which the intensity responses can be summed. Another example of treating partially coherent imaging in this way can be found in a paper by Young and Hale. 11 The sum of intensity responses can be performed after collecting all possible point-source responses in a transfer matrix.
B. Interferometric Transfer Matrix
To construct a transfer matrix, an observational layout has to be defined, specifying either the desired resolution of the obtained image or the constraints on the detection side, when, for example, the scanning range in d is limited or the detector pixels are limited in size. In all cases, the source grid and detection grid have to be discretized according to
for every baseline length B in ͑k͒ , with k =1,2, . . . ,K. Then, the transfer of a stellar source, expressed as a luminous intensity function L͑ in ͒, is related to a set of K intensity patterns, stored per pixel as I jk ͑d͒. If the forward problem is denoted with operator g as
then the inverse problem is found by g −1 in
so that the luminous intensity function L ͑ in ͒ can be estimated from the measured series I jk ͑d p ͒ given the parameters B in ͑k͒ and out ͑j͒ , the lengths of the baselines at which the data were taken, and the central locations of the pixels. Instead of using operator g, the forward problem can be denoted as a matrix-vector multiplication Ax= b, where the discrete vector x is a n ϫ 1 source function L͑ in ͒. The measurement is stored in vector b, of size ͑JPK͒ ϫ 1 and is constructed as
and the I jk ͑d͒ are column vectors of length jp. The matrix A is sized ͑JPK͒ ϫ N and is actually a collection of b column vectors, giving the response when source vectors x are taken that are zero except for one element per vector. As such, matrix A is the transfer matrix of the interferometric imaging system, relating a collection of independent point sources L͑ in ͒ to a summed intensity pattern in ͑ out , d͒ space, for a number of baselines. The columns of A resemble their neighboring columns, since, e.g., in the coaxial case for a small grid spacing ⌬ in = ͑ in ͑2͒ − in ͑1͒ ͒, the fringe shift or external delay B in ͑k͒ ⌬ in can be small, resulting in nearly equal columns. Physically, this means that a recorded fringe function is hard to relate to a specific source direction. As a result, matrix A has a large condition number, and the problem is ill-conditioned or illposed. Nonetheless, matrices can be constructed for all interferometers, and they contain all necessary information to compare the imaging performance of the interferometers.
C. Detection Parameters
The values J, P, K, and N are chosen as follows. The desired FOV and synthetic resolution can freely be chosen; the analysis of the transfer matrix will show if the desired resolution is achieved in the full FOV, or whether the cho- HM imaging, the number of pixels on the detector array is essentially chosen such that the ultimate spatial resolution on the sky can be sampled. All snapshots taken at shorter baselines are oversampled. The characteristics of the four interferometers are listed in Table 1 . For the simulation runs with the four methods, the corresponding discretizations of the ͑ out , d͒-observation spaces are given in Table 2 . The telescope diameter is in all cases D = 3.5 m, and the observation is performed for a large set of wavelengths ranging from 6 to 10 m. The polychromatic response is obtained by summing the intensity signals for each wavelength. This leads to a coherence length l coh = c ͓ c / ͑ max − min ͔͒ of 16 m. The baseline lengths B in ͑k͒ at which the snapshots are taken, are equal for all interferometers and given as
The baseline length differences of 4D might seem large, but with an observational bandwidth for which 6 m Յ c Յ 10 m, this set of baselines leads to a spatialfrequency coverage with no gaps up to the desired ultimate spatial frequency. Table 2 provides a list of the detector discretizations, needed for the four different imagers, in order to cover the FOV and reach the same spatial-angular-frequency coverage. For the methods other than densified, the discretization is straightforward. The necessary range of delay steps for the densified case to have coherent information from all regions of the sky is derived from the modulation part of the intensity point-source response for a general interferometer, given as
͑max͒ .
͑14͒
The expression of Eq. (14) states that a bright fringe is necessary at the boundary of the FOV. Since the observation is polychromatic and only a few fringes will be present, this requirement is reduced to finding the delay d, for which the central fringe appears in the center of the diffraction envelope. For the edge of the FOV at magnification M = 1, this center is located at out = in ͑max͒ . Equation (14) now reduces to
from which discrete settings of d are derived; three in this case. These three settings make that for the observations at B in,max fringed PSFs can be observed in the right-hand 
The magnification was chosen to be M = 1 for simplicity. side, the central, and the lefthand side regions of the sky for the respective setting of d.
SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION A. Ill-Posed Problems
The generalized and discrete imaging equation
in itself is an illustrative construction of measurement signals, giving insight into the partially coherent nature of this type of observation. Intensity patterns from individually incoherent but hardly separated point sources are summed, resulting in an intensity response that depends on the type of interferometer and particular settings such as the telescope separation B in ͑k͒ . The imaging equation however, was actually constructed to obtain estimates of L ͑ in ͒ expressed as x out of measured and hence noisy b. Without wanting to deal with the measurement procedure, we will show that, first, inversion of the matrix-vector approach to interferometric imaging is possible and, second, that the solution of this inversion problem gives additional insight into the imaging problem. A naive reconstruction L ͑ in ͒ of an original source L͑ in ͒ with average amplitude 1 results from the MoorePenrose inverse x = ͑A T A͒ −1 A T · b with added noise to b. The result is a seemingly random estimate of very high magnitude (10 4 instead of the expected 1), with a large number of sign changes, see Fig. 4 . This behavior is typical for inversion of ill-posed or ill-conditioned problems. Clearly, a different approach is necessary to derive meaningful solutions to the inverse imaging equation.
B. Analysis
A particularly useful numerical tool for the analysis of illconditioned problems is the singular value decomposition (SVD) since it reveals all the difficulties associated with the ill-conditioning of matrix A. 12, 13 Considering the rectangular transfer matrix A R mϫn , the SVD of this matrix is written as
In the case of an overdetermined system ͑m Ͼ n͒, matrix U is of dimensions m ϫ n, and V is of n ϫ n. For an underdetermined system ͑m Ͻ n͒, U is of dimensions m ϫ m, and V is of n ϫ m. In both cases, U and V are unitary matrices-U T · U = I m and V T · V = I n -with their columns representing the left and right singular vectors u i and v i :
The nonnegative and real singular values (SVs) i are collected on the diagonal of matrix S = diag͑ 1 2¯min͑m,n͒ ͒ in descending order such that 1 Ն 2 Ն¯Ն min͑m,n͒ Ն 0.
The condition number of A equals the ratio of the largest and smallest SV:
This ratio is a measure for the sensitivity of the solution to perturbation errors in matrix A or the right-hand side b. It has to be remarked that the SVD presented in Eq.
(17) is a so-called economy-sized type of decomposition, i.e., the SVs and vectors associated with the null space of matrix A are intentionally left out of consideration to reduce the computational cost of this calculation. In connection with discrete ill-posed problems, three characteristic features of the SVD of A are often found These characteristics are confirmed by the decomposition of the imaging transfer matrix, e.g., the multiple baseline HM interferometer transfer matrix. Figure 5 clearly illustrates the gradual decay of the SVs i (item 1) and the large condition number (item 2), spanning many orders of magnitude. In the figure, two lines separate the range of indices i into three regimes. The regimes and the oscillatory behavior (item 3) are illustrated in Fig. 6 . It is confirmed that the left-and right-hand singular vectors indeed contain more oscillations as the index of the SV increases. Further observation of these vectors leads to a description of three regimes, physically relating to the fact that the vectors result from an interferometric imaging matrix. The modes and magnitudes of the corresponding SVs can be separated into three regimes, based on their index i:
• Incoherent regime: For indices 1 Յ i Յ n PSFs , where n PSFs is the number of incoherent PSFs fitting in the FOV, the modes relate to the low-resolution or incoherent image of the sky.
• Interferometric regime: The modes for indices n PSFs Ͻ i Ͻ i B , where the major spatial frequency of the mode with index i B relates to the maximum baseline length B in,max , are the modes related to the interferometric character of the array.
• Unsampled regime: The region of indices i Ͼ i B contains modes of very high spatial frequency, which do not physically relate to the source or the measurement, since these spatial frequencies are not sampled. This occurs when the discretization step size ͑ in ͑2͒ − in ͑1͒ ͒ is smaller than the smallest spatial period that is sampled, min / B in,max .
Clearly, the latter set of modes (related to the smallest SVs i ) has to be banned in all cases from the construction of a solution to the inverse problem. The SVD also gives important insight into another aspect of ill-conditioned problems, namely, the smoothing effect. This is typically associated with integral kernels encountered in many physical problems. 13, 15 For example, consider the mathematical mapping b = A · x of an arbitrary vector x. Application of the SVD yields
The product v i T · x can be interpreted as a measure for the spatial matching (or participation factor) between singular vector v i and vector x. With this knowledge and recalling that the singular vectors u i and v i become more oscillatory as i decreases, it is obvious that the multiplication with i leads to more damping of the high-frequency components of x and less damping of the low-frequency components in the map A · x. As a consequence, in forward problems, the solution b is generally smoother than the prescribed vector x.
In contrast, the inverse problem (containing 1 / i ) will show the opposite effect, amplifying the high-frequency oscillations in the right-hand side b. Owing to the smoothing characteristics of the forward problem, noise often has a relatively strong contribution to the highfrequency oscillations in b. Therefore, especially the noisy components are subjected to a large amplification in the inverse process.
Concluding, the forward operation of mapping input vector x onto output vector b has a smoothing effect on b, whereas the opposite operation tends to amplify oscillations in vector b. Hence, if a solution of x is required with a limited L 2 norm, then not all distributions b form a valid right-hand side. In fact, vector b must be sufficiently smooth to survive the inversion back to a physically meaningful x.
Naively solving the inverse problem results in constructing the least-squares solution. With the SVD as defined in Eq. (17), this solution can be written as
where the factors u i T · b / i represent the contribution of each singular vector v i (source mode) in the least-squares solution x LS . If now the Fourier components ͉u i T · b͉ are leveled off at a noise floor, they cannot decay as fast as the SVs i . The direct consequence is that the solution x LS is dominated by terms in the sum corresponding to the smallest SVs i ; thus, the shape of the solution is mainly determined by the source mode shapes v i associated with large i. Since these mode shapes have a highly oscillatory nature, the solution appears to be completely random. Apart from the many oscillations, the magnitude of the solution x LS usually ends up being extremely large owing to the division by the very small SVs. This knowledge clarifies that the purpose of regularization is to dampen or filter out the contributions to the solution corresponding to the small SVs.
TIKHONOV REGULARIZATION
Once it is known that the ill-behavior is related to the smallest SVs i , the most obvious cure is to simply truncate the number of terms in the solution x k :
This truncation effectively eliminates the influence of all singular vectors v i associated with SVs smaller than k . Essentially, the truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) approach replaces the ill-conditioned transfer matrix A with a new well-conditioned, but rank deficient, matrix A k (as described by Hansen 15 ). The participation of modes v i in the solution is either u i T b / i , or zero. A method to limit the participation of the higher-order modes in a more subtle way is Tikhonov regularization.
Tikhonov regularization 12 is probably the most popular and well-developed method to handle discrete ill-posed problems. It differs from the TSVD approach in the fact that the initial ill-conditioned problem is solved simultaneously with a side constraint imposed on certain properties of the sought solution. 13 These constraints are usually associated with smoothness properties of the solution since ignoring contributions related to small SVs leads to a smoother solution with a reasonable L 2 norm. In discrete problems, the problem of Tikhonov regularization takes the form:
where L represents the so-called regularization matrix and ⌳ is the regularization parameter. For a discussion of choosing the smoothing operator L, the reader is referred to the work by Visser 16 on acoustical transfer matrices.
The most simple form of Eq. (23) is obtained with L = I. The Tikhonov regularized solution x ⌳ can in combination with the SVD be written as
The regularization parameter ⌳ is chosen to lie between the largest and the smallest SVs. Like the TSVD approach, the Tikhonov method acts as a low-pass filter in the SV spectrum, be it that TSVD manifests an abrupt cutoff, whereas the filter spectrum in the Tikhonov case shows a gradual decline. Regularization of a linear inverse problem now comes down to finding the regularization parameter ⌳, so that the norms
respectively, the data misfit norm and the solution norm, are small. Figure 7 plots these two norms against each other, for a range of values of ⌳. The result is a plot that clearly has an L shape, as is generally the case for illposed discrete inverse problems. 15 In the corner, the sum of the two norms is smallest, meaning that the corresponding ⌳ minimizes the expression in Eq. (23).
As ⌳ is found, a solution can be calculated with Eq. (24). The participation of the solution modes v i can now be controlled. Figure 8 shows the participation strength
for three increasing values of ⌳, corresponding to an underregularized solution, an optimally regularized solution, and an overregularized solution. In Fig. 9 , the corresponding regularized solutions are plotted. These show an estimate with amplification of noise (underregularization), an optimal estimate and an estimate, unable to recover sharp edges (oversmoothing due to overregularization).
DARWIN OPTIONS COMPARED
We have described the simulation of an interferometric observation, which consists in: generating response functions according to the chosen beam combiner and array Fig. 7 . L curve is a method to blindly find the optimum regularization parameter ⌳. The norms ʈA · x ⌳ − bʈ and ʈx ⌳ ʈ are plotted for a range of ⌳ values. The corner is found as the minimum radius of curvature in a spline fit through the calculated points. The standard two norms are taken. shows that indeed the participation of noise-sensitive, higher index modes is strong. The thick curves show the regularized mode participation for ⌳ = ⌳ opt ͑ configurations, summing these to a measured intensity signal, perturbing that signal to represent low-light levels and imperfect detection and, finally, estimating an image out of these signals. The sources of noise are not specified in this paper-the described regularization procedure can be assumed to be able to deal with any degradation of the measurement signals b or perturbations in the matrix A itself. Based on the generated estimations, a comparison of the imaging performance of the interferometers under consideration, based on different recombination schemes and detectors, can be made. In this section, we compare the imaging performance of the interferometers solely on the basis of the response functions and transfer matrices. With the transfer matrices available, a plot can be made of the SVs related to the four interferometers and the chosen array parameters, such as delay settings and pixel dimensions.
The general regularization process for a discrete illposed inverse problem has been described in Section 4. For the case of interferometry, out of a measurement vector b, an estimate of the source L ͑ in ͒, represented by vector x ⌳ , is given according to
where ⌳ is the regularization parameter, . From a signal theory point of view, a good imager would be susceptible to all spatial frequencies with nearly equal amplitude. Examples are the flat frequency response of professional loudspeakers or the gradually decreasing modulation transfer function of a microscope in a partially coherent imaging mode. In other words, it would be good if the SVs associated with the solution modes show a slow decline and a small ratio between the largest and the smallest participating SV. The plot in Fig. 11 shows the normalized SVs for the four beam combiners. This SV plot can be separated into three regimes, based on the index i, as defined in Section 4:
• incoherent regime: i =1¯4, • interferometric regime: i =5¯110, • unsampled regime: i = 111¯231.
As stated, a good imager would demonstrate a slow decline in the SVs and a small ratio of the largest (in all cases 1 is normalized to 1) and the smallest SV. This drop in SV amplitude can be split in the vertical measures A and B, as indicated in Fig. 11 . We can now analyze the curves as follows. In terms of a flat frequency response, the classical HM and MI beam combiners perform well. The height difference between these two curves, A MI versus A HM , relates to the responsiveness of the very loworder modes. Apparently, for the MI imager, the very lowfrequency nature of the source (imaged on the six large pixels) is relatively much stronger represented than the fine structure of the source. As for the HM response, there is a large drop over the first few values. This can be related to the fact that the low-frequency response is present in every measurement at baseline length B in ͑k͒ .
The average levels of the second regimes are different for the MI and HM lines. This is due to the nature of the measurement signals. A typical MI signal shows an extended incoherent signal (related to low spatial frequencies) of length ͑d max − d min ͒ l coh within which a relatively very short fringe packet of length l coh is present. In the HM case-with field invariant point response functionsthe high-frequent information is present all over the signal, for Ӎ in ͑min͒¯ in ͑max͒ . , where ⌳ opt was automatically found using the L curve. In the figure, the size of the detector pixels in angular measure is indicated (short horizontal line), as well as the approximate size of the single-dish-diffraction envelope (long horizontal line). The coaxial MI interferometer that was simulated here, is able to recover spatial details in L͑ in ͒ that are much smaller than the incoherent diffraction limit. A complete set of baselines B in ͑k͒ was taken.
Compared with the relatively flat interferometric frequency response of the HM and MI beam combiners, the beam combiners staircase and densified show steeper declines, defined as B / ͑i B − i PSFs ͒, for the SVs in the interferometric regime. The curve for densified is not even reaching the spatial frequencies related to the maximum baseline B in,max . The SV plot actually shows how the densified FOV narrows down for higher spatial frequencies, which is also visible in the reconstruction modes v i in Fig.  10 . Clearly, more steps d are necessary for the densified simulation to present a proper frequency transfer-which was intentionally not done for illustrative purposes. The figure hence shows that the design of the beam combiner and the intended set of observations of the stellar source can be checked for transferring properly all spatial information of the stellar source.
The staircase transfer is slowly degrading up to the frequency limit related to B in,max . This means that the higher spatial frequencies are relatively more susceptible to loss of signal strength induced by the staircase mirror. A possible source for this inefficiency is that the folding of the fringe signal destroys the unique relation between source L͑ in ͒ and measurement I jk ͑d͒. Apparently, this effect gets worse for increasing baseline lengths.
CONCLUSIONS
The interferometric imaging process can be expressed as a matrix-vector multiplication b = A · x. By doing so, the forward expression gives insight in the construction of partially coherent detection signals since generally speaking, fringed intensity signals with slightly different origins are summed. The inversion of this equation, necessary to perform imaging with measured fringe signals, needs regularization.
With the regularization tools in place, optimal estimates can automatically be obtained from photon-starved or otherwise degraded interferometric measurements. The transfer of stellar information through any of the four presented interferometers into interferometric signals can be described and stored in a single transfer matrix A. For various sources L͑ in ͒ and changing observation times, each interferometer type-related A can produce simulated measurements, from which optimal reconstructions L ͑ in ͒ can be produced.
The transfer matrices are constructed under the assumption that the beam relay is perfectly known and no perturbations exist in the optics or the detector. Further investigation is required to check the reconstruction performance when the delay d and the baselines B out and B in are known with finite accuracy. Insensitivity to inaccuracies in the knowledge of these parameters may outweigh performance advantages of the configurations as they are currently simulated. However, it should be mentioned that noise in the transfer matrix is essentially treated the same as noise in the measurement vector; the presented inversion algorithm will still provide solutions that fit the measurements best. Despite the different optical layouts of the interferometers, the singular value analysis of each matrix A shows that the same features appear in the reconstructions and that the interferometers, or chosen system parameters for equal interferometers, can be compared on their imaging merits. Preliminary analyses in the photon-starved regime have shown that a homothetic imager, indeed resembling a true imager the most, performs superior to the other three, with the staircase imager as runner-up. An investigation based solely on the signal-to-noise ratio in detection signals would neglect the existence of large incoherent parts in each detected signal. Extensive simulations of these interferometers, with a selected stellar source as an object and using DARWIN-like telescope diameters and separations, are projected for the near future.
